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Abstract: Paper describes the development of algorithm for efficient harvesting of
speech recognition cloud services with application to the cyber physical systems.
Theoretical consideration of improvement is provided as well as the mandatory
condition for forming set of substitute tables for the limited set of commands. Experimental results of the speech recognition correctness for Google speech API and
IBM Watson are provided on a small sample as well as the latency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud speech recognition has been successfully applied in different application areas,
for example, in control of the wheelchairs for disabled persons [1; 2] as well as in the combination of other novel technologies such as motion control [3]. Cloud speech recognition
services have several benefits over classical standalone systems. The most important is a tight
integration with Internet and its users, which continuously feed the database and provide
corrections. On the other hand, there are several drawbacks, such as latency due to the network communication, word error rate (WER) as well as technical difficulty to use cloud Application Programming Interface (API). Since there are more new cloud speech recognition
services available, there is a need to develop efficient algorithms, which will combine speech
recognition results from different cloud APIs to improve WER as well as latency [4, 5, 6, 7,
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8, 9]. In the present paper, we will consider development of an algorithm to combine several
cloud speech recognition services and compare two different services and the type of data
that is available from API.
2. METHODOLOGY
WER is a common metric of the performance of a speech recognition or machine translation system defined as:
S+D+I
(1)
𝑊𝐸𝑅 =
N
where: S – the number of substitutions; D – the number of deletions; I – the number of insertions; N – number of words in the reference (N=S+D+C); C – the number of the corrects
There have been several different approaches developed recently [10, 11, 12, 13]. However, for the control of cyber-physical system, usually only the predefined smaller set of
commands need to be recognized. In the case of the wheelchair [1, 2, 3], these commands
are: W = {go, stop, left, right, back, spin left, spin right, go left, go right, back left, back
right}. Therefore, we define CER as the ratio between the number of erroneous executions
of given commands and the number of all issued commands:
Ce
(2)
𝐶𝐸𝑅 =
Nc
where Ce is the number of the erroneous commands and Nc is the number of all issued commands. CER for different commands is different as shown by the following test. The test was
performed with 20 subjects which were issuing commands from the set W. Each subject had
issued each command ten times. By each participants 120 commands were issued. Experimentally, we have determined the following distribution for the set W. (Fig. 1). Distribution
is not symmetrical, indicating that the control commands could be selected also according to
the lowest CER; for example, the command “stop” has a lower CER than “break”; therefore,
we have declared additional “stop” word, i.e. it’s “synonym” in the synonym table, to provide
better CER in the case of the most critical command (to stop cyber-physical wheelchair).

Fig. 1. Distribution of CER according to the command set W
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To further improve the CER, we have examined the possibilities of joining several cloud
speech recognition services. We have developed the program to combine Google speech API
and IBM Watson speech API. These APIs can work in parallel, receiving inputs from two
open browsers (on the client side) in real time from the same client. On the server side, we
receive the speech recognition results and process them to execute the proper action. The
code was developed in JavaScript applying nodejs and socket.io library.
3. RESULTS
To examine the type of data, that is available from two speech recognition services, we
have gathered results for issuing the following set of commands: W2 = {go, stop, left, right,
back}. Each command was issued three times to both APIs.
Table 1 shows the results of speech recognition for the command “go”. Each row represents the time of recognition, i.e. the lower the row, the more time is needed for the recognition. The results were gathered faster from Google API in most cases (marked with * if otherwise). We can also observe, that in the 3rd try the Watson was faster than Google (marked
by *). Here it was not our intention to measure exact latency time as in [1]. In our case Table
1 shows the interim results, that were pushed to the server. Besides the set of interim results,
the confidence value is also printed.
Table 1
1st try »GO«

2nd try »GO«

3rd try »GO«

Google

Google

Google

Watson

Conf.

Conf.

Conf.

Watson
Conf.

Conf.

Watson*
Conf.

go 0.010 go

0.863 go 0.010 go 1.000 call 0.010 go 0.997

go 0.943 god

0.039 go 0.900

go

0.010 co 0.003

got

0.026 go 0.920

go

0.863

because 0.009
good

0.008

gold

0.007

going

0.005

call

0.003

goes

0.002

goal

0.002

Results issuing command “GO”, * marks, that Watson provided end result faster (in all
other cases, Google API was faster)
Table 2 shows the results for issuing command “stop”. In this case the interim results sets
are smaller. Only in one try the Watson was faster than Google (2 nd try).
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Table 2
1st try »STOP«
Google
Watson
Conf.
Conf.
stop 0.010 stop 0.999
stop 0.900 step 0.001

2nd try »STOP«
3rd try »STOP«
Google
Watson*
Google
Watson
Conf.
Conf.
Conf.
Conf.
stop 0.010 stop
0.996 star 0.010 stop
0.996
stop 0.900 up
0.002 stop 0.010 stopping 0.002

stop 0.950

stop 0.947 stopped 0.001 stop 0.900 stopped 0.002
stop 0.918
Results issuing command “STOP”
Table 3 shows the results for issuing command “left”. This time, Watson didn’t provide
proper result in the 3rd try (denoted with @). On the other hand, the Google was correct within
the same try.
Table 3
1st try »LEFT«
2nd try »LEFT«
3rd try »LEFT«
Google
Watson
Google
Watson*
Google
Watson*@
Conf.
la
0.010
let
0.010
laugh 0.010
left
1.000

Conf.
left
0.966
last
0.020
left
0.005
laughed 0.004
let
0.004

Conf.
let
0.010 left
laugh 0.010 laughed
less 0.010 let
left
0.010
left
0.946

Conf.
0.982 let
0.013 Les
0.002 left
left

Conf.
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.919

last
left
lest
let
less

Conf.
0.929
0.024
0.022
0.020
0.003

leftist 0.002
Results issuing command “LEFT”, @ marks the error in recognition
Table 4 shows the results for issuing command “right”. The Google was wrong in the 1st
and the 3rd try; however, the Watson was correct in both cases (marked with @).
Table 4
1st try »RIGHT«
2nd try »RIGHT«
3rd try »RIGHT«
Google@
Watson
Google
Watson*
Google@
Watson*
Conf.
Conf. RIGHT Conf.
Conf. RIGHT Conf.
Conf.
price 0.010 right 0.960 horror 0.010 right
0.676 price 0.010 right 0.842
pride
bright
Sprite
Pride

0.010
0.010
0.010
0.909

alright
bright
write
price

0.023 right
0.010 allright 0.315 bright
0.007 right
0.900 write 0.005 bright
0.004 right
0.813
0.001
Results issuing command “RIGHT”

0.010 alright 0.151
0.416 write 0.003
bright 0.003

Table 5 shows the results for issuing command “back”. Here, the interim result sets are
provided by Watson and are larger in 2nd try.
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Table 5

1st try »BACK«

2nd try »BACK«

3rd try »BACK«

Google

Google

Google

Conf.

Watson
Conf.

Watson*

Conf.

Conf.

Conf.

Watson*
Conf.

back 0.010 back 0.996 back 0.010 back 0.637 back 0.010 back 0.981
back 0.900

back 0.361 pack 0.154 Beck 0.010 Beck 0.010

back 0.785

Peck 0.090 Beck 0.710 pack 0.004
pac

0.061

Peck 0.003

pak

0.022

thank 0.002

Beck 0.018
pick

0.010

PAC 0.005
black 0.003
Results issuing command “BACK”
It is important to note, that we have a situation where Google API provided right results
and Watson API did not and vice versa. This provides the possibility to improve the CER by
the combination of different cloud APIs.
3.1. Algorithm development
One of the possibilities to provide a lower CER is to form the substitution table of final
recognized words as well as of interim results. Substitute table principle is shown in Fig. 2.
For example, for the given command “go”, several other words could be considered as a
proper result, such as {gold, no, garrick, though, goat}. For the word “back”, the set of acceptable results would be: {back, Beck, but, bag, garrick, meg}. However, there shouldn’t be
a common element in substitute tables represented as sets, if we compare all possible pairs;
this case is represented by the dashed line and x at the word “garrick”, which is present in
two substitute tables at the same time. The sets should be formed by experimenting with
several subjects. When forming the vocabulary, the correctness of the recognition should be
manually determined. The gained sets should always be tested for consistency. Therefore,
the 𝑛 substitution tables which could be defined as sets 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , 𝐴3 , … , 𝐴𝑛 should be pairwise
disjoint:
𝐴𝑖 ⋂ 𝐴𝑗 ≡ ∅ ; 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

(3)

At the process of automatic vocabulary substitute table generation, the pairwise disjoint
condition should be checked at each new word entry.
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Command

GO

go
gold
no
garrick
though
goat

BACK

Original word

back

Original word

Table of sutstitutes
for command “GO”

back
Beck
but
bag
garrick
Meg

Table of substitutes
for command “BACK”

Same word in different
substitute table is forbiden

Fig. 2. Substitute’s principle
According to the type of data provided by several speech APIs and considering substitution tables and timestamps of provided results, the following algorithm has been developed:
A1.
A2.
A3.
A4.
A5.
A6.
A7.
A8.
A9.

get user speech input
obtain set of interim transcripts and timestamps
confirm command
if Cw > Ct add interim transcript to the Cloudi command
subset
create unique union set of words for particular command
from Cloudi command subset
check for pairwise disjoint condition for all unique
union sets: 𝐴𝑖 ⋂ 𝐴𝑗 ≡ ∅ ; 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗
if condition not met correct violations
order checked unique union set by interim transcript
timestamp
if CER < CER_desired apply created system

Here Cw and Ct represent the confidence threshold, that is set by the user. Interim transcript timestamps determine which cloud service will be used mostly in a particular case.
Even if no new word is put into the vocabulary, timestamps are used with sliding average
window which determine the order in unique union set for a particular command. The algorithm needs the supervision of the user in initial phase while automatic generation could improve the performance [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
Vocabularies of interim transcripts of each cloud system are different, for example, given
the Table 1, the vocabulary of Google is: VG(go) = {go, call}, while the vocabular of Watson
is VW(go) = {go, god, got, because, good, gold, going, call, goes, goal, co}. In this case the
union is: VG U VW = {go, call, god, got, because, good, gold, going, goes, goal, co}. As
mentioned, the order of words in the union set is important for efficient command algorithm
and low CER.
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To avoid the error in the recognition, certain threshold should be put in the confidence
value. A particular word would then be added to the union only if the confidence value would
be greater than critical confidence threshold Cw > Ct.
Table 6 shows possible output combinations for the three cloud APIs (for example
Google, Watson, and the third, hypothetical cloud, which we name Cloud3). In the first three
columns “0” represents error when recognizing a command and “1” represents correctly recognized command. In the last column, the output is represented, where “0” represents error
in overall recognition and “1” correct overall recognition. In this case, only one of the APIs
should be correct in order to output correct command.
Table 6
Google
Watson
Cloud3 OUTPUT
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
Possible output combinations for three cloud APIs
According to the presented example of cloud result combination, the CER harvesting
multiple cloud platforms (CERm) in ideal case is defined as:
𝑛

𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑚 = ∏ 𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑖

(4)

𝑖=1

where 𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑖 is command error rate of i-th cloud platform and n is the number of harvested
platforms. Here, the condition for proper functioning of the algorithm is that CERi > 0.
4. CONCLUSION
Careful examination of the cloud speech API results enabled us to develop an algorithm
which combines interim and final results in order to improve CER. The development of an
efficient algorithm should include users’ interaction as well as the programmer, which should
continuously check for the correctness of interpretation. This is rather inevitable, since we
control a physical object, in our case, the wheelchair. According to the theoretical considerations, the combination of multiple cloud platforms should contribute to the improved CER
as long as CERi > 0. This is promising for the development of the multiple cloud harvesting
algorithms, which will improve the accuracy in many different areas of application.
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